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About This Game

Sharpen your sword to save Hallowford in this sequel to "The Hero of Kendrickstone!" Monstrous creatures prowl beneath the
streets of Hallowford. When the enigmatic Cryptkeepers Guild sends a call for adventurers, you must answer. You'll discover

secrets in the crypts that are better left hidden, and a revelation that will shake Hallowford to its very foundations.

Cryptkeepers of Hallowford is a 360,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Paul Wang, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Step into the role of a veteran adventurer in a high fantasy world. Sharpen your steel, prepare your spells, and practise your
silver tongue. Decide who to trust and who to betray. Discover lost secrets and forbidden magic. Ally with the powerful

Cryptkeepers Guild, the town watch, your fellow adventurers, or follow your own agenda. Save Hallowford, or engineer its
downfall for your own gain.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay or straight.

 Continue the story of your adventurer from The Hero of Kendrickstone or create a new character.

 Play as a mighty warrior, or a smooth-tongued negotiator, a powerful mage, a stealthy infiltrator, or anything in
between.

 Amass ancient secrets and lost knowledge to give you an edge in and out of combat.

 Betray or befriend knights, guildmasters, and your fellow adventurers.
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 Delve into the sprawling underground passages beneath the town of Hallowford.

 Be an altruistic hero, a cruel villain, or someone just looking to make a little gold.

Will you complete your quest and save the town? Or will you make enemies of the Cryptkeepers of Hallowford?
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Plain old terrible.

Major issues as others have stated. Music randomly stops. ZERO options. Want to change keys? Nope. Want to lower the god
awful music (when it's actually playing)? NOPE. And my favourite is the cursor randomly not working. Having to alt-tab to get
my cursor back just to hit "continue" to move to the next level. Just terrible.

ONLY redeeming quaility is if you want easy achievements. 1 per completed level.

Even for $1, not worth it.. i bought the drag pack and thr thang to go with it to play but like it didnt install so i cant drag i have
to play all that raceing what do i do. 4 maps for 5\u20ac... 10 minutes of gameplay at max for each map... not even lvl 100
maps.... Don't do it.

Got it for $.99 thinking it's just a dollar. That money would have been better off in the trash.
Controls are terrible, gameplay in general is crap. It's 2016 and there's no episode 2 for obvious reasons. Ain't worth it.. DOSH!
Spend it while you can! Twelve cents per model with the 75% sale. Yes, I have a Steam purchasing addiction.. This review is for
Train Simulator's Colton & Northern Add- On. (You won't see an image to the left, nor will you see the hours I've played.)

A lot of heart went into the creation of this Add-On. The map layout is fantastic. It is as if you were suddenly transported from
the real world into a living, breathing N scale train set. The towns depicted in this scenario will seem familiar to anybody who
grew up or lives in the Midwest. The ambiance with its rivers, bridges, and ridges will make you glad you own Train Simulator,
but much of it seems half baked. There are too many buildings that are simply cut and paste clones. It's like watching an old The
Flinstones episode and watching Fred and Barney drive by the same backdrop.

The scenarios are interesting, but two of them are just broken. I tried them multiple times, no joy. The fact that I'm an OCD
completionist bothers me, but alas, it doesn't involve Steam achievements.

The scenarios that do work, however, are remarkable. You'll feel as if you accomplished a day's work. I'm recommending this,
especially if you can find it for el cheapo via a Steam summer\/winter sale.. DO NOT BUY.

While the game has some interesting elements and occasionally hilarious dialogue, the cons outweigh the pros. The "organic,
intuitive" hint system is arbitrary at best, providing least help for difficult puzzles and excessive help for easy ones. It's also
incapable of telling how much you have already solved.

Much worse than that is the terrible handling of an extremely interesting plot. Aside from terrible pacing and difficulty knowing
where to go next at times for story progression, the most important and crucial revelations are revealed through sudden, unexpected
dialogue options or unintuitive question choices. Solemn and important scenes are switched into humor or blase gameplay so quickly
that you have no time to process the emotional signifigance. Certain questions arise about the main plot - huge questions - that are
either answered in the bonus content or not at all.

Puzzle answers are just obvious enough to frustrate the player when their solution fails to work and then are told by the hint system
to do exactly what they've done. Some very interesting puzzles are handled so poorly that instead of admiring the system you curse
whoever wrote it.

 Scenes provide enormous eyecandy that you cannot interact with, and then numerous repeated items that you CAN click but have
no point. Achieving 100% completeion takes either several playthroughs or use of a guide (I can confidently say I would never have
finished without a guide due to the unintuitiveness of some puzzles), without content changing a bit. The bonus content is decent but
not a selling point.

All told, this game is at best a sub-par, disappointing waste of great potential. Not terrible, but could just be so much better.
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So far I am finding this one of the most adictive and interesting games to date that I have purchased. I have only been playing it
in normal speed taking my time trying to achive the number of animal kills and builds the game sets forth for extra points for
the tech tree before moving on to later periods of tech and time and not to move onto other types of animals either. Playing in
normal mode so far. Hungry Lion prides, protective mother bears and wolves oh my!

Seeing the changes in animal migrations people and animal behavier learning to take advantage of animal kills for resorces and
more. I strongly sugest using the Primal vision often and watch to see if wolf packs or Lion Prides are keeping other animals
away from your people which can make it hard to get skins, meat and bones for use. Sometimes they help drive them to your
people other times they can keep them away from you. Mamoth's and other heavy Herbavor's defend their young fiercly and
often leave dead preditor's for you to scavange Primal Vision will help you see and find all of these situations.

The visuals and dynamics of the game are great and getting better with each update the Developers are putting out.

With only playing in 1x speed never speeding up and enjoying the game the way it is meant to be it will take a long time to
reach the later dates in time and I will fully get to enjoy all it has to offer and understand all the time period changes.

Only things I see missing is the stone age start living in caves and using leanto's and bone weapons and rocks the bronze age in
the tech tree needs leather armor as well and then to steel armor in later times with shields too.

One last sugeston please remember to sound the warning horn when a raiding party is close to your village your domesticated
dog's and all armed villagers will attack them together while all unarmed people head to the huts for cover and stay safe. Those
domesticated dog's will be your best fighters against all attackers animal and human alike.

While some things are missing there is no doubt it covers a lot and is very enjoyable to me at least and I have played a lot of
games over the years of this type and can not find a lot of fault with it. You will find more fault with my spelling I am sure after
my strokes! LOL. This game is awesome i got the bad and good ending in the bad ending that idea with >you have to play
forever< and u cant click on main menu jus replay WOW but the good ending ...THIS GAME IS AWESOME nice jumpscares
nice atmosphere PERFECT. Quite nice idea (ah ok there was guitar hero) but quality of the game lacks (UI, gameplay,...)
Maybe next time.. This game can literally not be finished!!... I actually played this game many years ago on the Xbox when it
was released and I remember clearly finishing it however it looks like this PC port is bugged or something as I can't seem to
progress any further after a certain point...

Overall the game itself did get a few laughs out of me but it is way too short and has quite a few problems which hurt it in the
long run in my opinion...

Also afterwards I decided to watch someone play this game on YouTube and it turns out everything I did was correct as they did
all the things I did but they were actually still able to progress further while I wasn't... they were playing the Xbox version so it
looks like the PC version has a game breaking bug which stops you from actually finishing it which is a major oversight on the
developers part.... It's good, and free

worth the price, even though it is short. This is an Ok HOG. You end up at a hotel to solve a murder. If we had a ranking system
I'd say it gets a 3/5. Buy if it's on sale.. The concept is interesting but the controls are very bad.
The camera is not fluid.
My friend passed threw my head and won the came. (Bad collision).
Moving up the stairs for a nut take way to much time.. Feels almost like a mobile game app, but so much bigger! Adorable
graphics and characters, great dialog, easy to pick up immediately, and a great deal of fun. My toddler also loves sitting with me
and playing it together, very family friendly.. The game itself is pretty good, however it requires an always online connection to
play, for a single player game. Yes piracy is bad, but you are punishing your legit players instead. Pirates will always pirate and
they will never buy your games, protected or not. Witcher 3 sold like hot cakes and it never has any copy protection ever, just
make your game good and people will buy it.

You wanna sell your games outside of China? Firstly, an English translations(obviously), secondly, remove this kind of
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t DRM, I mean, it is bad enough to have Denuvo but it rarely interferes with regular gameplay, this is much worse,
the game kicks you out when you lost connection to its server, again, for a single player game!
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